






































will  be assisted in the 
development 
of
 their plans by 
a 
recently released
 Plan for Student
 
Affirmative
 Action, from the 
chancellor's office. Additionally, the 
CSUC 
system
 is requestiing $1.3 
million from the 




The systemwide plan is a 
response to Assembly 
Concurrent  
Resolution 151 01 1974 
and  the work 
of a chancellor
 appointed task force. 
According to the plan, the intent 
of student affirmative action






not traditionally been 
enrolled  in reasonable
 relation to 
their 








However, statistics indicate the 
representation of 
women in the 
CSUC ststem is close to parity with 
their percentage
 of the population. 
About 48 percent of CSUC un-
dergraduates are women. 




the most severely underrepresented 
in the system, but there is continued 
underrepresentation of Blacks as 
well," the plan states. 
Blacks make 
up eight percent of 
12th grade and community 
college 
students. They
 account for 6.6 




percent  of 12th graders in 
California are Mexican
-American.  
The figure for Mexican -American
 
students in the 
CSUC  system is less 
than half that, 6.3 percent. 




plan  calls for increased retention 
of minority students. The dropout 
rate among Mexican -Americans and 
blacks is 
higher  than for whites. 
Blacks make up 10 percent of 




drop is from 
7.6 to 5 percent. The 
percentage of whites increases from 
71 to 73.4 percent. 
According to the plan, 
barriers  
to 
increased  enrollment and 









By Don McCarthy 
A blue ribbon task force will be 
appointed by SJSU 
President  Gail 
Fullerton
 to produce SJSU's five-
year plan for student affirmative 
action, the president said recently. 
The task was originally assigned 
to the 
Academic  Senate Affirmative 
Action Committee by former SJSU 
President John 
Bunzel.  But the 
committee,  preoccupied with its 
duties in monitoring employee af-
firmative action, proposed the 
coordinating board. 
Fullerton said she will be taking 
nominations for the task force soon, 
including positions for students and 
members of the community at large. 
Additionally, SJSU currently is 
one of three CSUC campuses which 
has a $33,000 grant for a student 
affirmative action pilot project of 
outreach to local high 
schools.  
Fullerton will serve on the CSUC 




She thinks an immediate task is 
to determine why minority students 
leave. Some of the reasons will be 
unique to minorities, she says. 
With young 
minorities  having 
great difficulty finding jobs, 
Fullerton said, "they probably 
wonder, 'what has four years 
got to 
do with my chances of earning a 
living'?" 
Financial
 problems cause many 
dropouts, Fullerton said. 
To help with 
those  problems, she 
suggested an expanding of the co-op 
education program, in which 
students work a semester 
in a 
career
-related job and then go to 
school a semester and 
so on. The 
program
 is currently used by the 
schools of business, engineering
 and 
social 
sciences,  according to 
Fullerton.  
She cited a 
recent  legislative 
allocation which allows 20 
hours of 
CETA work for students in the 
Upward Bound program as an 
example of meeting the financial 
needs of minority students. 
According to Steve 
Faustina,
 
affirmative action coordinator, 
minorities  "flunk out because many 
don't think the four years 
are worth 
it and because they are not properly 
prepared.'
 
Many minority students come 
from "high schools which are not the 
best," according to Fullerton. 
She suggested the
 use of self -
paced learning to help such students 
make up for 
inadequate  secondary 
preparation. 
Emphasizing the need for all 
levels of the university to work for 
student affirmative action, 
Fullerton
 said, "I hope the campus 
can 
make
 the commitment." 
(Continued on back page) 
admissions
 criteria, 
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and  aptitude 




-sensitive  admissions 
criteria,  so long as they are not tied 
to rigid racial 
quotas, was 
established 
in the U.S. Supreme 
Court's Bakke decision," according
 
to the plan. 
Conditional commitments to 
financial aid early in a student's 
high school or junior high school 
years is proposed in 
the plan. The 
aid would be an incentive system,
 
with money put aside each term
 on 






 of all elementary and 
secondary 
teachers  according to the 
plan. It calls for a greater 
emphasis  
being put on particular needs and 














services  to 






















Further, the second report
 of the 
chancellor's 
task  force on student 
affirmative  action stresses 
that 
"inadequate 
advisement is a 
systemwide
 concern." 
The  task force also reconimends 
all policies
 which mighti inhibit 
minority




dardized tests, advising and course 




Perhaps the most controversial 
proposal is the plan's suggestion of 
giving course credit for remedial 
instruction.
 Such a proposal has met 





admission  is a cruel 
hoax," 







    870 
White
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The CSUC 
system
 has presented 
a Program 
Change Proposal
 to the 
state legislature. The
 money will 
provide 
for a student affirmative
 
action director for
 each of 19 CSUC 
campuses. Additionally, funds 
are 
available  for 48 and 
one-half  other 
positions. These funds
 will be given 
on the basis of individual
 university 
proposals and five 
year  plans. 
The proposal for grade earned 
financial assistance is missing from 
the PCP. According to Stephanie 
Adams, associate university dean 
for student affairs in the 
chan-
cellor's office, the financial aid 
proposal 
involves  issues of political 
philosophy and is not as acceptable 
as other action items in the plan. 
However, CSU-Chico has such
 a 
program, she said. 
Several legislators have told her 
the proposal































The SJSU campus will gain two 
additional crime prevention 
officers 
and an 
emergency dispatcher next 
fall if trustee budget action is ap-
proved by the state legislature and 
the governor. 
The positions are part of a public 
safety proposal 
of the California 
State University and Colleges which 
adds 35 positions statewide and costs 
$632,400. 
In its second
 phase, the proposal 
was approved by CSUC trustees in 
October as a Program Change 
Proposal in the 1979-80 support 
budget. 
"No campus is getting any more 
positions than San Jose," said 
Doug 
Robinson, assistant coordinator of 
public safety at the chancellor's 
office in Long Beach. "Most are 
getting less or none. It is because of 
the size of your 
campus."  
Robinson said the chance or's 
office has its 
"fingers
 crossed," as 
to final approval of the program by 




 positive about approval, 
however, because the program is in 
the last phase of implementation 
and is the result of a pilot program 
on public safety at CSU-Northridge.
 
The proposal continues the 
implementation of recom-
mendations from a two-year public 
safety study completed in July 1976. 
Resources for the first phase were 
Protesters march  in 
Veteran's
 
Day  Parade,  
demand
 
an end to U.S. 
involvement






 Day parades 
were
 
held in San Jose 
on














Brigade  and the 
Bay






 the War 
held a protest 









 in the low 
forties, 
the  protesters 
demanded  the 
United States 
get  its military 
ad-
visers out of Iran.
 
The VVAW was also 
protesting  
the use of 
Veterans Day to glorify 
warfare, saying it 
is used to whip up 
young
 people's enthusiasm,
 so they 
will go off and 




 warned that Iran 
would become the 
next Vietnam and 
that the United States
 is planning to 
send  a 100,000 man 
quick  reaction 
force 
to











the parade by 
parade




held  their own 
parade
 down the 
sidewalk 












 hell with 
the 
national  honor, we 
won't be used 
again."
 They marched 
along in step 
to Army
 march songs 
with lyrics 
modified for the occasion. 
About  20 San Jose 
police
 kept up 
a 
parallel
 parade in the street 
beside  
them, speeding










 was cited by police for 
using a 
loudspeaker
 without a 
permit. 
The scheduled parade included 
contingents of 
soldiers,  sailors, 




group of cadets couldn't
 stay 
in step compared 
with  the VVAW. 
The  VVAW greeted the 
men  of 
the Veterans of Foreign Wars and
 
the American Legion with "To hell 
with the VFW (Or American 
Legion), they're 
puppets  for the 
rich." 
One middle-aged
 woman held up 






 against Vietnam 
War."  
One protester demanded all U.S. 
war criminals like
 Nixon, Ford and 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff should be 
hung.  
Another said the
 San Jose police 
were on the side of the rich 
because 
they 
protected Nazis at St. James 
Park last year 




price of awareness 
does






seers,  masseurs, 
sellers  
Awareness came at a 
price. 
Thousands  of 
participants
 fonnd 
it so as they 
wandered through a 
maze
 of booths 
and the 
conglomerate 
of healers, seers, 
masseurs
 and sellers that
 was the 
New Age Awareness
 fair staged 
over 
the weekend at the San Jose 














































More than 170 booths were set up 
at the center, which took
 on the looks 
of an Arabian bazaar for 
the two-day 
event. Proprietors
 hawked jewely, 
natural foods, 
health  and yoga 
books, foot massage, mystical 
paintings and various religious and 
consciousness ideology. 
The  fair was much like any 
other, with the addition of a few 
carpets and curtains. 
Admission  was $4 ($3 if you had 
an advance program with a coupon). 
Some fair -goers 
remarked  that 
items on 
sale
 were marked higher 
than those found normally in stores. 
Concessions were 
high,  with sand-
wiches going for 
$2.50,  a cup of 
coffee costing 50 
cents, and 








 she found 




be "very mellow," but was 
disappointed
 with the emphasis on 
money that 
prevailed  at almost 
every booth. 
"One thing I've 
really become 
aware  of is the monetary 
value put 
on all 
these things," she 
said,  while 
waiting for
 a reading with psychic
 
Gary Wayne. 




wall,  in booths about the 
size  of a 
closet. The
 seers had just
 enough 
room 
for themselves, their clients,
 a 
small table 
and a crystal 
ball. 
Judging  by their 
sign-up
 sheets, the 
psychics 
seemed to be 
having







of the psychics 
charged  $5 






ESP  readings, and 
some
 had prices 
listed
 at the front of the 
booth. 
Former
 A.S. President Steve
 
Wright  and his fiance, former A.S. 
Vice-president 
Edna  Campbell, both 
had tarot card 
readings  done at the 
fair. 
"I found 




 lecture on ESP, 
Wright  sighed and 
said,  "I waited 
out  in the cold and the 
rain  for this?" 
Wayne, an Illinois psychic, 
said 
that the San Jose Awareness Fair 
was one of many around the country. 
He added 
that
 he had just  come from 
two such 
fairs  in Los Angeles. 
Fair office 
staff estimated a 
total of 
about  10,000 persons 
at-
tended the New Age Awareness 
Fair. 
provided by the legislature and 
approved by the governor in the 
current 1978-79 budget. 
The goal of 
the program, ac-
cording to the 1979-80 CSUC support 
budget, is to 
provide
 a safe campus 
environment by increasing 
the 
availability of 
emergency  services 
and  improving cooperation 
with 





































Chief  Earnest 
Quinton cited the need 
for crime 
prevention




 not had the 
man-
power  in the past to 
work in that 
area. 
Preliminary
 results of a 
current  
workload study show 
that officers 
have less 
than one hour every
 day to 
devote to patrol, 
Quinton  said. 
"That  is not enough.
 Officers 





 and making them
 more 
aware," Quiri.on said. 
Quinton said the new proposed 




 would not be 
restricted  to that. He will not  begin 
recruiting until July when the 
budget is signed by the governor and 
he 
receives  final authorization, he 
said. 
His department
 is currently 
working on a crime prevention 
program, 




had already been added in October 




Wearing what appears to be a portable 
television





 headset at the New 
Age 
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 The battle 
is
























 help drug 
users kick
 their habit, 
learn  a skill 





work  to 
being in the 











 to help 





 PCP  have
 gone almost 
unnoticed. 
The 
project is one 
out  of only 
five PCP 
rehabilitation  
centers  in 
the county  
a fact that Carpenter
 
feels  illustrates the 
casual  attitude 
by the
 government to 
the growing 
problem.  
"At this point there
 is no natural 





 is escalating in 
this community and other places in 
the states and 
there still isn't any 
strategy to deal with it." 
The project's 
rehabilitation  
efforts are aimed at the problems 
that 
contribute to drug use and 
addiction.  The prevailing attitude at 
DARE is that drug 
abuse is only a 
symptom of a 
larger problem and 
that there 
are  many social causes 
'We have a very serious 
problem
 
with drugs. It's in 



















 project is 


















 and the National
 Institute on 
Drug 
Abuse  1 NIDA 
) 
He













 received a reply
 
thanking
 him for his 
letter and 
referring 
him to someone else
 in the 
agency, which 
revealed,  he said, 
that
 the agencies 
don't  really un-
derstand
 the magnitude 
of the 
problem. 
Project DARE also sent a copy 
of a study they conducted on PCP 
use in the San Jose area to Mayor 
Janet Gray 
Hayes and, according to 
Carpenter, they never received a 
reply from the mayor, or anyone 
else in her office. 
Though Project DARE treats all 
types of drug abuse problems from  
barbiturates to heroin, Carpenter 
said he feels that, other than alcohol 
abuse, PCP abuse is now the most 
widespread drug problem in Santa 
Clara County and it is growing 
steadily worse. 
involved
 in drug abuse. 
"We try to get people off drugs 
and get them the skills to take care 
of some of the things we feel are 
causes," Carpenter said. 
Success in drug treatment 
ultimately comes when the in-
dividual realizes they can quit their 
habit and succeed in education and 
employment. However, "they have 
to make the decision," he 
em-
phasized. 
The project is kept functioning 
by a staff of 33 that assists in the 
rehabilitation and training
 of about 
500 clients who 
visit the center 
several
 times weekly. 
In addition, outside programs 




 an ex -heroin 
addict talking to a junior high school 
class about his experiences
 as a 
drug addict in 
an attempt to 
dissuade  them from following the 
same
 path. 
"We have a 
very serious 
problem 
with  drugs," Carpenter
 
stressed. "It's here, 
it's in the 
seventh 
grade  and it's escalating."
 
The project is currently im-
pacted and has 
a 25 to 30 person 




get  into the program.
 
"In the 




PCP,"  he 
remarked. 

















Carpenter is critical of the news 
media's coverage of PCP, which he 
said tends to focus on sensational 
stories dealing with PCP -related 
murders and suicides.
 The media 
hasn't 
focused
 on ch:onic PCP users 
who don't commit crimes but are 
mentally handicapping themselves, 
Carpenter said. 
He is also critical of new 
California laws which toughen 
penalties for PCP possession. Under 
the new laws, a person 
convicted of 
possession of one or two grams of 
PCP could 
go to prison. 
"That's 
fine for the hardcore 
dealers," Carpenter said, "but 
putting kids in prison with 
behavioral problems is going to cost 
society something it has never seen 
before.'  
California currently has spent 
$300,000 for a 
program  to help detect 
PCP users, a program that 
Car-
penter feels is the wrong approach 
and won't do anything to solve the 
problem. 
The program's rehabilitation is 
through job training. Only two oc-
cupations, electronics assembly and
 
custodial work, are offered. The 
project encountered problems when 
it first attempted to place clients in 
jobs with local employers, Car-
penter said, recalling that most 
employers tended to stereotype the 
drug user as being incurable and 
unable to perform a job on a regular 
basis.
 
According  to Carpenter, the 
project now places 65 percent of all 
its clients enrolled in their training 
program, in a job and some em-
ployers have begun to 
contact the 
project 
seeking  rehabilitation in-
formation for employees with drug 
problems. 
"They save 
money in the long 
run by 
rehabilitating  them, rather 
than
 hiring someone else," he noted. 
Carpenter said he 
hopes  the 
public will become 
more aware of 




that of PCP. He em-
phasized that the project
 could use 
volunteers and 
noted counseling 
students  at SJSU who have an in-




 to go out and beat my 
drum, I'll Howard Jarvis," he 
quipped. "I really 
want  someone to 
pay 
attention.  I can't believe that if 
people took the problem more 
seriously, they wouldn't 
do
 












 fund allocation with 












 to make,  
sell
 
PCP abuse is a serious
 drug 
problem in the Santa Clara Valley  
worse ihan heroin, worse than 
cocaine and worse 
than am-
phetamines, according to Project 
DARE information. 
Sold on the street under names 
like 
angel dust, crystal, rocket fuel, 
KJ and super grass, one PCP joint is 
potent enough to get four or five 
people very "high." 
PCP, known chemically as: 1-11 
PhenylCyclohexyl ) Piperidine 
Monohydrochloride, is a synthetic 
drug developed in the late 1950s ass 
surgical anesthetic. 
During tests on humans, PCP 
produced negative side effects, such 
as extreme fear, violent agitation 
and hallucinations. 
It was never marketed for 
general use on humans and is now 
only legal for veterinarians
 use on 
large animals. 
PCP is 
relatively  easy and 
inxpensive to manufacture. 






















 columnist for the 
New York 





Friday  at SJSU. 
"Playing 
House,"
 a book which 
comically reveals women's most 
secret and strategic 
maneuvers  on 
the home front, 
was labeled "too 
hot" to handle for the 
Washington 
Post,  New York Times
 and several 
women's 
magazines,
 according to 
Nachman, a 








 headings as: 
"Take My Conjugal 
Partner  
Please!," "What Makes Your Wife 
Tick
 and How To Fix Her," 
"Post  
Marital Sex,"

















































Nachman  began his 
career  
longing to become a 
cartoonist  but 
jested, "I found




"I thought I'd combine 
my lack 





 again his plans
 didn't 
work out, and 
when he found himself 
"laying out




 to try something 
new. 
Despite his claim of a severe 
lack of confidence, Nachman 
managed to establish his own humor 
column in the Spartan Daily, a 
"lucky  break" which eventually 
landed him a job with the San 
Jose 
Mercury News writing
 a thrice 
weekly TV news column. 
"I became so excited about 






I recommend it to 
you highly," 
he laughs. In fact, 
Naclunan's internship with the 
Oakland Tribune was 
such a dismal 
failure, the 
editor there suggested he 
look into some other field of en-
deavor.  
Nachman 
told students, "You're 
really lucky












until they are in 
print."  
Nachman in no 
way resembles a 
shrunken  violet but 
does
 exude a 
sense of 
humility  about
 his many 
accomplishments
 such as 
winning  
the Page One 
Award  for humor at 
the New York 





becoming  a 




 in 1966. 
After
 over seven 
years  of at-
tempts, 
he became a syndicated 
columnist with 
the New York Daily 
News in 1971, and has worked out of 
New York until recently 
plopping  his 
typewriter down in San Francisco
 
with









articles  for 




recently  New 
West, he 








 columns a 
week
 ahead 


























progress.  I 
hate 






 gets to 






"Gerald Ford looked good because 
he was funny, thanks to 
Chevy  
Chase," and when asked who he 
would
 like to interview in the near 
future, the humorist replied with a 
grin, "Nixon. I hope he will run 










 produce nearly 
all 
of the PCP sold on the street. 
A typical 
joint  purchased 
on the 
street
 for $10 to $15, 
only costs the 
chemist about
 1 cent to make. 
PCP is a 
dry,  light-colored 
powdery  substance. 
In
 Santa Clara 
County,
 the most common
 method of 
usage 
is to sprinkle it 
onto dried 




 a thin joint and smoked. 
Occasionally  the drug is 
snorted  
( 
sniffed  through the nose) or added 
to 
food or liquid and swallowed. 
Rarely is 
PCP injected or smoked in 
a pipe. 
The first effects occur
 within 
five minutes, with the user 
sitting  or 
lying down, because standing is too 
difficult. This period lasts anywhere 
from 15 minutes
 to an hour and a 
half, depending on the dosage. 
A deadening of body 
sensations,  
a disinterest in the user's en -
vironment and 
a desire to withdraw 
into the mental world are all symp-
toms of the first stage
 of PCP in-
toxication. 
The second stage can last from 
one to two hours and it is marked by 
an 
impairment  of judgment and 
perception. Rapid mood changes are 
also common. 
The final stage 
of intoxication, 
the "comedown,"
 will last for 
several hours following
 the second 
stage. Users become
 irritable and 
paranoid
 and may 
become  violent 
for
 no apparent reason. 
The next
 day the user 
will feel a 
foggyness 
of the mind and 
may not 
feel "normal" 











develop,  which 
don't go away 




 or years 
before  the 
mind




 do fully 
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the passage of Proposition 
13 
in
 that state last 






passage, and said 
people expect government 
at all 









and stray dogs," he 
said. 
"They want all 
these  
services 











He said California's 417 
cities have
 become more 
fiscally 
conservative  since 







million a year by limiting 
property taxes to 1 percent 
of 
market  value. 
"We no longer buy the 
$400 to $500 desk and the 
$200 to $300 chair," Enoch 
said. "There's been a 
change of attitude, I can 
assure you." 
He urged the Oregon 
officials to look into using 
private enterprise for such 
city 
services as street 
maintenance, landscaping
 
and legal and engineering 
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Monday  that 
more 
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Mt.  View 


























scale evacutation of urban 
centers.
 
The shelters currently 
available in American 
cities are not sufficient to 
meet
 the modern nuclear 
threat posed 




civil  defense director. 
And,
 Tiran said, the 
Soviets are better
 prepared 
to protect their 
citizens  in 
the event of nuclear 
war.  
He confirmed that 
President 
Carter gave his 








estimate  that 90 





 of 220 million 
would survive a 
nuclear  
attack.
 The aim of the 
new 
program is to 
increase the 
number of survivors




Millions who live in 
cities would





 shelters in 
subways 





















"A shelter is 
valuable 
against fallout. But unless 
you have 
a very expensive 
blast shelter,









 said future 
Russian  
weapons
 will be more 
numerous 
and  more ac-
curate
 than those 
that 
threatened 
when  U.S. of-
ficials began 
designating 










Tirana said planners 
have yet to decide 
how 
many  millions 
of 
Americans





















































said the new civil defense 
effort will be "no new crash 
program" and 
that  
spending increases will be 
moderate. He said the cost 
has not been determined. 
Tirana said no massive
 
shelter construction is 
contemplated in rural
 




prime targets in urban 
areas, he said all types of 
transportation likely would 












 (AP)  
The Supreme Court said 
Monday it will decide 
whether states may 
prosecute 
newspapers  for 




 In a case that
 could 
carry broad free -press 
impact, the court agreed to 
judge  the constitutionality 
of 
a West Virginia law that 
makes it 
a crime for 
newspapers
 to report such 
names. 
All states have laws 
protecting the privacy of 
juveniles
 in trouble but it is 
unclear 
how many states 
go as far as West 
Virginia.
 
Its law was struck 
down last 
June  by the West 
Virginia Supreme Court, 





freedom of the press. 
Kanawha County 
Prosecutor
 Cletus Hanley 
came  to the 
nation's 
highest court seeking to 






Hanley told the 
justices, 















 limited to 
newspapers








sometime  before 




 media as 
well. 
The
 test case grew 
out 
of the fatal shooting of a 14-
year -old student
 at a St. 
Albans, 
V.'.  Va., junior 
high
 
































































 of recent 
cases,
 the justices 
have 
invalidated







































got the boy's 






 for the Daily 


















 Ruled by a 5-4 vote 
that a federal appeals 
court  
went 
too far when ruling
 





woman professor because 
of her sex. 
The court ordered the 
1st U.S. 
Circuit  Court of 
Appeals to reconsider
 its 
order that the college give 
Christine 
Sweeney  back 
pay and some 
$18,000 in 




 a decision 
that now requires 
federal  
trial 





 Virginia and 





















in the desert 
north  of Cairo 
discovered  a 
coffin





























 to be sure,
































 18 feet 
from 
the altar." 
The  wooden coffin 
was 
found ur 
' the walls of St. 
Makarios  monastery, 
60 











 of Egypt 
and Ethiopia, 
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scholars  to 
examine
 the find 
and  
report to the church. 
"The 
priests  couldn't 
move  the 
walls  before for 



































 of the 
discovery.  
The 
Rev.  Romeo 
Panciroli 
said the report 









monastery  was 
founded about the fourth 
century during a period of 
Christian 
expansion  in 
Egypt, according to the 
monastery's manuscripts,
 
the remains of John the 
Baptist were 
spirited  out of 
Palestine in the
 fourth 
century by Christians 
fleeing the oppression of 
Roman authorities. 
Tney 
brought the body to 
Alexandria on the 
Mediterranean coast. The 
remains were moved to the 
monastery in the early 11th 
century. 
Samuel said the 
manuscripts
 record church 
history and date back to the 
fifth centtury. 
Historians
 say John the 
Baptist,  a Jewish prophet 
born about 4 B.C.,
 was a 
cousin  of Jesus. According 
to the 
Gospel,  his birth was 
miraculously foretold.
 He 
began a mission of 
preaching to the people
 of 
the Jordan valley, calling 
on them to repent in 
preparation for the ap-





baptism as a symbol of his 
reformist campaign 
and 
the early Christian church 
later transformed









 Iran I AP) - 






oilfields  of Iran 
have 
been  the 





 be killed unless
 
they 
leave  Iran 
before  Dec. 
1. 





































































swept  Iran 




















names to be 
used: 
This  past 
















































































runs  high. Some 
Americans
 here speculate 
the threats may have been 
made by Moslems who 
oppose Shah Mohammad 
Reza Pahlavi because he 
encouraged
 reforms that 
they 
believe are contrary 
to Islami
 teachings. 
"We're not taking 
them 
seriously,"
 said a 
senior U.S.




which  operates 
the  oilfields 
and refineries
 for the state -
run 





 the folks I 
know
 plan to bring their 
kids  over from the 
states 
for Christmas," said 
one  
Texan 
"We've  got plenty of 
protection
 from the 
military 




are  about 2,000 






Europeans  in Iran, 




 were made 
after 






ent strike on Oct. 31, an 
unprecedented
 walkout 
which  slashed the
 coun-
try's 
daily oil production to 
one -sixth of its six million 
barrels 
and cost the 







of the industry 
and 
boosted
 output to 2.1 
million 






on lead risk 
WASHINGTON ( AP) - 
The












































 for many 
 
years,













































































































major college basketball in a high 
school gymnasium - even if it is one of the most 
modern in the 
country




University  thinks so - 
because
 the Broncos have
 refused to play 
SJSU  at 
Independence 
High
 Fieldhouse, the 
Spartans'  home 
court.
 
Whether Santa Clara's concerns
 about the 
ramifications of playing in a high 
school
 gym are 
justified really isn't the point. 
The Bronco
-Spartan rivalry is a 
potentially  
lucrative  one for both schools It arouses community 
interest in 
college
 basketball in the area, and its 
impact on community pride 
could be significant. 
I think the rivalry is worth 
saving - and I think 
both sides could afford to budge just a little
 on the 
issue- especially
 Santa Clara. 
According to SJSU Associate Director Jon 
Crosby,  the squabble arose when SCU insisted on 
hosting all
 SCU-SJSU 






Santa Clara, anxious to move up into the higher 
echelons of college 
basketball,  apparently feels that 
playing in a high school gym would hinder its 
progress.  
But Independence isn't your average high 
school gym.  It 
seats  4,500, only 500 less than Toso, 
and in 
my opinion is a far better 
facility at least 
from  the spectators' 
point  of view. 
The 
lighting at Toso
 is poor, mostly
 because it is 
reflected light 
and not direct 
light as is found 
in 










 all sounds 
are muffled. 











-Spartan  series 
ought  to be home
-and -home 
(one
 game at 
each
 site every 
year  )because the
 
programs  are 




Granted,  SCU has
 produced 
consistently  good 
teams 
over  the years
 while the 
Spartan  cagers 
are 
still  groping for 
equality  to a large
 extent. 
But 
the Pacific Coast 
Athletic Association,
 of 
which  the Spartans are
 members, and the 
West 
Coast Athletic








 the two schools 
don't  differ that 
drastically. 
SJSU
 is playing in two prestigious
 pre-season 
tournaments - the Sun 
Devil Classic in Tempe, 
Ariz. and Santa
 Clara's Cable Car 
Classic.  The 
Spartans will 
also  challenge Cal, 
Stanford,  Iowa 
State, Colorado, Humboldt State, 
North Dakota and 
St.  Mary's. 
It isn't the most 
prestigious  schedule ever 
devised, but it is 
comparable  with Santa 
Clara's.
 





 UCLA, Cal Poly-SLO,
 UC-Davis 
and 
Puget  Sound in addition to 
participating  in the 
Brigham
 Young University 
Classic,  the Cable Car 




On the basis of the respective 
leagues and 
schedules,
 I don't feel Santa Clara is in a position to 
demand the right to host 
all  SJSU-Santa Clara 
games - especially when we're talking about a 
difference of 500 seats. 
And I think they are being a bit childish about 
the whole thing. Maybe they're upset at not having a 
facility large enough to entertain strong football 
teams
 - like SJSU. 
As 
Crosby maintains, the SJSU program and 
facilities are certainly 
on
 the same level as Santa 
Clara's - and so I hope the 
Bronco athletic 
hierarchy will rectnsider before 
a potentially 




Besides, Santa Clara's high-and-mighty
 
position is interesting considering 
the  fact that up 
until four years ago they shared San 
Jose Civic 
Auditorium (capacity - 2,300) with 
SJSU.  







Marina Gomez, outside hitter for SJSU's 
women's volleyball team, hit the 
ball through the block of two Fresno 
State players during Friday's match at 
Spartan gym. The Spartans travel to 
Santa Clara's Toso 
Pavill ion















article  in the 
Spartan
 Daily said some 
SJSU 





tending a class 
taught  by 
SJSU 
assistant  track coach 














to the college 
was 
not unusual and Livers




 the Daily 
sports coverage almost has 
racial





 the athletes 
involved are black." 
Working on the 
sports 
desk  of the 































but  all of the 
players  in those 
stories  are 
black 
with a few 
exceptions
 
in the Livers' story. 
To correct 
the racism, 
I think the player


















EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES  
INFORMATION AND INTERVIEWS AT THE 
STUDENT UNION BUILDING, TODAY 





arrested should be referred 












 next claimed 
the 
distances traveled by 
athletes to attend 
class,
 132 




 travel that far 
to go 
see an Oakland 




 said, "I drive 80 
miles a day." 
Again I agree with 
Fullerton,
 only because my 
mom told me 
she had to 
walk five miles to 
school
 as 




are supported through tax 







would be a 
little irate if someone 
informed me several SJSU 
athletes from Southern 










place  of 
residence  
and most
 of the 
athletes  are 
from 
Los 
Angeles  or 
suburbs
 of Los 
Angeles.  
I'd be mad even  if 
they  
weren't attending
 SJSU at 
the
 same time. A Los 
Angeles









of the finest black 
members on the staff
 and a 
role 




"Here is one of the 
finest black 
members  on 
the staff," she said. 
"And 
you want to start a wit-
chhunt with this fellow. I 
really can't understand 
that." 
That last statement 
sounds  a little racist to me. 
Why not say Livers' is one 
of the finest
 staff members 
and 
is a model
 role to 
everybody.
 













1,,trrintisq,  in a tiakrn.I., 
1,   1, l 
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By Craig Hammack 
Its seven
 game win 
streak came to an end 
Saturday, when the SJSU 
water polo team 
lost to the 





its record to 22-4-1 in a 14-5 
conquest of the Spartans in 
Berkeley. Saturday night 
at West Valley 
College,  the 
Cardinals from Stanford
 
kept their perfect season
 
going with a 17-8 win. Their 
record now 
stands at 22-0-1, 
while the Spartans drop to 
8-11. 
The two 
water  polo 
powerhouses met Friday 
with Stanford scratching
 
out a 9-8 win on 
a last 
second goal. Cal must now 
hand the Cardinals 
a loss 
next Saturday to ensure 
them a spot 
in
 the NCAA 
finals. Another loss by Cal 
would create
 a tie in the 
PAC -10 
and  a possible play-
off with USC. 
If that happens, the 
PAC -10 won't
 be the only 
league 
waiting for ties to be 
broken.
 SJSU heads into 
the PCAA Playoffs next 
Friday against number one 
seeded UC-Irvine in the 
only game set so far. 
No other 
match-ups 





Long Beach and UC-Santa 
Barbara. 
All three teams beat 
the Spartans 
earlier in the 
year as did Irvine. 
CSU-
Fresno and University of 
the 
Pacific  round out the 




All PCAA playoff 
games will be held Friday 
and Saturday at Ohlone 
College in Fremont. 





MacNaMa thought such 
high caliber opposition 
afforded  him a better 
chance to evaluate his 
team as oppossed to recent 
Spartan
 wins over such 




"At times they (the 
Spartans looked good, but 
other
 times it was the same 
old thing," MacNaMa said 
in referrring to lapses on 
defense 
and  bad passes. 
Cal coach Pete Cutino 
hoped to use 
everyone in 





 when the Bears 
jumped 
to a 7-1, first 
quarter lead. 
In particular, 
the big three of Mike 
Loughlin, Kevin Roberst-
son and Carlos Steffens, 
who each scored once in the 
period, were given 
the rest 
of the game off. 
"We know we're 
going  
to lose when we play 
Stanford or Cal, but we still 
play as hard as we can," 
Spartan Jon Lifting said. 
"That's all you 
can  do." 
Si Richardson agreed 
and said, "They're both 
good teams, but I'd rather 
play Stanford because we 
can learn more from them 
because they play a more 
disciplined game. 
"Cal is a lot more 
physical than Stanford and 
with 
officials like we had 
today, that can be a 
problem,"
 he said. 
All game the two of-
ficials gave Cal the
 license 
to manhandle
 and one non -
call in particular drew the 
ire of the Spartan 
bench.  
Late in the game, 
Spartan Mark Whitmore 
had the ball near the four 
meter mark 
only to be 
lifted 
almost completely 
out of the 
water  by a 
submerged Bear. Nothing 




most of the final three 
quarters, although 
most  of 
the Spartans agreed they 
were still better than the 
starters on most of the 


















"We know Stanford 
and Cal have
 more talent 
than we 
do, but we have 
some
 good players 
too.
 We 
need to be more 
patient," 
Victor 
Ouslan  said. 
"When we get behind 
early, we tend to get 
frustrated, so 
I think if we 
can overcome that, we can 
do well in the 
PCAA  
playoffs," he added. 
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San Jose State University. 









Men's Gym SJSU 
(Corner of Son 









Advance. $7.50 Door 
General  
$7
 .50 Advance. $8.50
 Door 






Records.  San 
Jose  Box Office 
and 
Santa Cruz Box 
Office 
THERE WILL BE NO 
SMOKING  ALLOWED 
Associated Students Program Board presents 











TONICIIT,  S P.M. 
STUDENTS $2 GENERAL $3 
Tickets available in 
advance
 at the AS Business Office and di 111e du, ir 
PART
 3 
A PANEL ON MEDIA REFORM 
featuring  
Sherman
 Miller RP Sue Senile co.authors of 
'What  s Behind the Ti' News. Ni,,, 
Miller,
 
TV columnist for 
S/
 Mercury -News.






author  of -Four 





Moderated hy Phil 
Wander.
 SISU Speech Communications Professor 
STUDENT UNION
 BALLROOM 





14,  1978 
PAR
 






 but it 
generates plenty
 of excitement just 
ihe same.
 
Physically disabled people have 
the opportunity to display their 
bowling prowess or, simply,
 to learn 
the sport
 on Saturdays at the SJSU 
bowling
 alley, thanks to the efforts 
of the 
San Jose Parks and 
Recreation Department. 
Mitchell Chin, 





department  is 
trying  to 
make a point. 
We
 would like to see 
more 
physically 
disabled  people come out 
and participate," Chin says. 
The recreation department 
selected SJSU's 
bowling alley 
because of its accessability and the 







 for the disabled.
 




in SJSU's women's 
pool
 
and a program 





students  without a 
handicap is 
offered at East San
 
Jose's Lyndale 
Elementary  School. 
In this 

















Volunteer  Dicksi Metcalf
 aids 
Sandy Wood 
and the two women
 
laugh  after Wood 
rolled
 the ball 
down
 the ramp for a strike. 
ohoto5
 

































































That is why the
 
Spartan Daily,
 the San Jose 
Mercury and 







































































important story is 
revealed, only to be 
clouded  over by accusing 
the media 
of being racist. 
sports
 











 end after the 
second 







The  Spartans 
















judokas captured five individual
 titles, placed in 
seven of the eight 
divisions and 
claimed
 the team crown
 at 
Sunday's 
Far  Western AAU 
Championships  in 
Spartan  
Gym. 
Gerardo Padilla ( 
143  pounds), Mike 
Coleman
 (156 ) 
and Steve Chastain
 (209) were men's 




 ) and Michelle 
Palacios 
(open)
 were victorious 




 did a 
good  job," SJSU 
coach Yosh 
Uchida  said, 
"I 
was pleased witn our 
performance."  
Uchida expected about 100 competitors, but only 
"about 60 entered," he said. "We really want to develop 
this event into something big. 
We




-placers were Wayne Kikuchi (143), 
Randy Sumid I 156, Eduardo Cerna (172), George Kamau 
( 
209,
 and Leonard 
Urso ( open ). 
Barry Elias 1156 ) and Ken Blakey 
(172)  finished third. 
State University Friday, 
after the 
second
 day, but 
the "Spartan big guns fell 
apart 
Saturday,"  ac-
cording to coach Mark 
Gale, and 
ended  up in 
second, four strokes behind 
ASU. 
Juli Simpson









 86 in the last 
round after 






































entitled to an off day too, 
and 
it
 was very cold 





STUDENT DENTAL PLAN 
ENROLL NOW!! For in 
formation
 call AS. office or 
371 
6811 
BALLET New Fall Session at 
Eufrazia School
 of Ballet 
College age classes,  near 
campus.  Beg., Int., 
Adv.  Come 
see our new studio. 
1461 Park 
Ave. S.J. 241 
1300.  
PART TIME work. Set
 your own 
hours Salaried







monthly. Call Or Jim 
Harper,
 
Co op Education Program at 








 Life, of 
course!
 EEOC. M/F. 
YOUNG ADULT 
SQUARE 
DANCING. Come join the 
fun.
 
No previous dancing necessary. 
Open house Nov. 6, 13, 20. Juan 
Cabrillo School, corner of 
Cabrillo  and San Tomas Espy., 
Santa Clara.
 730 lOpm. Info., 
241 4164 
_ 
SJSU Gay Student Union 
meets 
every  
Thurs. 30 50 people attend 
any given meeting which are 
usually held in the Student 
Union. GSU provides a blend of 






and learn about themselves,
 
each other, and relevent social 
issues. GSU is particularly 
useful to the gay person who is 
lust
 coming out or 
is new to the 
area. You are not alone so don't 
stay apart. Be all you can be 
attend!! All meetings are in the 




referral  call 
296 GAYS.
 
FREE ADVENTURE TRAVEL 
PRESENTATION. Himalayan 
trekking, overland expedition in 
Africa, Asia, 
South  America, 
New Zealand, mainland China. 
Skiing in Europe 
and much 
more. Wed Nov. 1, the Hyatt 
House, 1740 N. tot St., San Jose, 
8 47.m. For more
 into.,
 or free 
catalog, contact Adventure 
Center, '5510 College Ave., 
Oakland, CA 94618. (415)
 654 
1879. 




and people to 
share them with. Activities 
Include 










In Me S.U. 
Guadalupe 
Room, 10/31 
Halloween Party: 11/5 Angel , 




 Skyline to sea. 
PILOTS and  Student 
Pilots  Don't 
get stuck 
with Hobbs time. 
Fly 
wet tech and save BIG money 
- Example 197$ Cessna 150's, 
513/hr.  Least expensive way to 
 get that coveted 
pilot  license and 
fly with the eagles.
 Largest club 
in Calif. MANY SJSU members 





 for full info. 
Call Don now. Gottschalk's 
Flight Center,9234171. 
MOPED WHAT IS IT? Find 
out  6 
days a week at Medson's 
Mopeds, 87 S. Autumn
 St. 797 






Exam Preparation. BifIlds 
confidence






WANT  2 ticketS to Dylan concert 
Name a price. Call 
Al.  277 3463 




 Scottish,  Modern 290$  



















This Fri . 
Nov  17 2 or more
 per 





Union pre sale. SS race 
nite
 
Starts at parking 




















DATSUN  610 Good Mileage 
Good cond. $1.300. Must sell 



















Bascom  Ave., 
San Jose, CA 
90128. 









 have it. 
we'll help you get 













posi,  moos 
craine,  offy, 
Holley.  
Mallory,














CELICA.  Great cond..  
really
 goes! 





FREE MONEY. Truck pays for 
itself 
quickly. Use it to haul 





 Chevy 2 1/2 ton 2 
spd
 











 VAN. Rebuilt engine, 
AM/FM cassette w/11 
speakers. 
LB, sun roof,  carpet, more 
Asking 01,500. will bargain 
379 
0849.  
'75 HONDA 500 T. good cond. Asking 





 269, 3 speed. 
Many extras. Depdhdable.  $1500
 
call 247 1858 
72 Pinto Runab







OK after 6. 247.2332
 
"56 OLDS Holiday.  New tires and 
shocks. Engine in good
 shape. 
Carb. needs adjustment. In-
terior upholstery needs Work. 
Body and trim  excellent.
 
0750/best
 offer. 274 8461. 
'68 FORD 
Station Wagon, good 
condition.
 S550/offer. Call Tom, 
275,0907 
'70 Chev Malitu. 
SCOW- offer. Call 
Tom, 275 0907 
for sale 
DEAR 
STUDENT, FACULTY AND 
STAFF: Your insurance needs: 
AUTO, HOME,F IRE, HEALTH. 
If you are not 
already  with State 
Farm. call 
for an appointment 
at my office or home and we'll 
set up a time convenient for you 
on campus. your 
home or my 
office.







money.  CALL: MORY STAR, 
2513277 or 446 3649
 
START 
SEMESTER RIGHT! 76 
MOB:  OD. 
AM/FM,  17,400 MI, 








 SPR ING, full floe, $10 
ea Bedding SI 
3/plece.
 578 11015 
eves. 
SHREDDED foam rubber.
 65 cents 
lb 793 2954. 
WANTED TO BUY.Dolls from 1960's 
to Antique. 
371  1363. 
'78 YAMAHA XS 
750, 2 dr,  , 9,000 
miles, new tires, 
51.650  Call 215 
4219. 
40 channel mobile CB trans 
receiver.  Radio Shack TRC 
452 
with antenna and 
cable.  Superb 
condition.
 $75 or best offer Call 
Gene at 277 85111
 
BENGE TRUMPET Silver model 
30 Medium large bore Mint 
cond., wicase, 1400.992.2289 
. 4 ONLY 




work fine Round shoulders, 
mirrored fronts Are 
op
 
predating well Fun to 
have
 and 
use, 865/ea 9984188. 








typewriter,  Royal 




machine,  490, 5 cabinet 
typewriter  stand. 510. semi OK 
easychalr, green, $IO 998 8188 
74 Volvo station wagon All extras 
excellent  cond Call 354 5409 
evenings 
FOR SALE
 Good Value! 2 &Pm 
has 
separate dining,
 family rm, 
I oreplace Detached 
garage. 
With to campus
 90 percent 
financing at the 
cost
 of 75 
percent 147.000
 Eves 965 3294 
PIANO 
1917.5550  Van Gruisen and 





 FT, black body with 





COUNT FOR CASH. Be an 
Inventory 
Taker. We have 
several permanent part time 
positions  available for people 
looking for year round extra 
income. 
Work  on the average of 
IS to 20 
hrs,  per week. All you 
need  
is a good knowledge of 
simple 
math and available to 
work either 
EARLY MOR-
NINGS and WEEKENDS: OR 
EVENINGS and WEEKENDS. 
Comely and apply Mon. Mru Fri 
840 am to 5 pm. We train you. 
Washington Inventory Service 
2398 Walsh ave., Santa Clara 
241
 2563 








FLEXIBLE  Hours/Good Pay. 
Aides/Ord. S4.50/hr. LVN's 
$5.62/hr. RN's.S11/hr. Some 
experience
 required. Call 287. 
1749 for appt 
New Horizons 
Nursing Resources, 2775 Park 
Ave, Sante Clara. 
FEMALE lead singer seeks working 




R and B 
with. 
Teresa 354 0150 
STUDENT  NURSES 
Part and full time. Pick your 
days and 
shifts.  American 
Registry of N  . 2444 
Moorpark Ave. 2934112   
ADDRESSERS 
wanted 
Immediately! Work at home,  no 
exp. necessary. Exc. pay. Write 
American Service, 8350 
Park  




in 2 days 
what most do in 5. Sat -Sun S100. 
300 easy. Customers come to 
you. Demonstrate 
nationally 
famous non stick cookware at 
Flea Mart. HURRY!! 
Xmas
 
shoppers are here! Dan, 
(415)  
6524400, cot. 500. 
NEED Immediately,
 a full-time 
nutrition -minded person to work 
food service at Sun 'N Soil 
Natural Foods. Call 287.8887 
or
 
come In at 245 E. Santa Clara 
Contact Carolyn or Ron. 
STANFORD University Research 
Group needs classroom cob 
servers 
for  school in San Jose. 
We will train 








497  3897, 
as soon as possible. 
TUTOR WANTED 
My two daughters seek female 






time. Europe, S. America,
 
Australia,
 Asia, etc. All fields, 
$5001200














 for part time 
work. Flexible 
hours,  must be 
neat, have
 car and phone. Call 
Fuller 
Brush Co. 243 1171 for 
interview appointment. 
LOOKING for 
someone who enjoys 
working






 do thorough detailed 
paperwork  for purchasing and 
special
 
ordering  Train 
for
 Asst 





 40 hr wk 
salary open. 
ed. background 
preferred, 764 3716 for appt. 
NEED household
 help in Willow 
Glen area. Experienced and 
references. SI/hr. Call 267.5917 
after
 3p.m. 
A THERAPEUTIC day care center 
for emotionally 
disturbed  
children, ages 7 9, needs 
volunteers Morning hours RI, 
or  noOns 12.30 
4 30. MOO 
Thurs  Fri. 102 Zonta 
Children's Center. 
295  3581. 
CUSTODIAN  needed for 
full
 and 
part time positions, 
day  and 
eve. shifts
 avail. Salary 0163 
5.06/hr.
 Apply Oak Grove School
 














would  like to exchange 
free room and board for oc 
casional






 fields, all 
levels For details, send 
sell 
addresSed. 
Stamped,  long en 
velope
 




PART TIME JOBS 
BIG  MONEY 
Accounting. Law or Pre Law 
students preferred Al! 
aggressive,  articulate, hungry 
students o k. Need sales reps 
for 
C P A/L
 S A T Cassette 
Home
 
Study Programs. Call Jim Dee 
at Totaltape, Inc. Toll Free 1 
530/874-7599.  in Florida call 






 AS Intramural director 
Must be 




 late afternoons and 










 (SCh001 age) 
seeking








6 mo old child in my 
home
 
(near Eastridge) Mon wed tam 
to 1 pm. 





PHONE SOLICITER 14/hr to start. 
Eves, wknds. Green Thumb 








doing odd jobs on Saturdays. 
Call 2514003. 
SUN N SOIL NATURAL Food Store 
and Restaurant have a full time 
and 2 part time positions 
available in Food Service. 
Aplicants
 should be nutrition 
minded as well as 
knowledgeable on the subject of 
nutrition. Call Ran or Vol 01 207 
SNP. 
oeusoos to Slave over hot stove. 
Immediate 
opening for P/T or 
F/T cook. Other







WANTED:  2 or 3 people with 
carpentry skills 
Earth Toys 
needs counters, benches and ski 
racks constructed. Wor I on 
campus, either
 on weekends or 
after class. Must have
 access to 
woorworking
 
tools.  Apply  at 
off ice 






 with Child to 
share 
2 bath house with 
same.  
Pets  OK No drugs 22$ 3950 eve 
TV. kitchen, mad sere., piano,  
game 
room, 
parking. $32 per week 
share, 
54150/wk  single 202 So. 
11th St. 2917374. 
I AM a 
single
 father with a young 
son.  In exchange
 for free room 
and board,
 I would like someone 
to do light housekeeping and 
cooking. Call




 1 blk from 
campus.









SAN JOSE RESIDENCE 
CLUB  
Great guys
 and gals, fireplace, 
color 







per  week share. 
545 50/wk 
single. 202 So. 
11th St. 293 7374 
THE "world"
 has come to San Jose! 
Be part














for  the spring 
semester





 5 Street 
or
 call 277 
3690 or 279
 4575. Take your 
place  
In 






2 large Bdrrn 
Sleeping
 porch L 
R/DR 
























bd.,"  wilull 
bath 
5137.50/mo  Rent
 is paid 
thru
 
Nov available now 
Call 
257  8936 
eves 
or 277 3171 
afternoons
 1 4 
pm 
Sandy.  



























Calculator,  2w7 
6603. 
personals 
ASTROLOGY CLASSES. Learn to 
calculate





 classes. Clear, 
organized 
instruction  from 
experienced
 teachers. Begin 
ning and Advanced levels 
available Call DONNICE at 292 
0986. 
IS it true that "knees"
 that look 
athletic score 
better than 
"pits?" Ask Mr. Shorts. 
I NEED a ride to S.J. 
from
 Santa 
Cruz one day a 
week.  Call Dr. 
Snyder,  277 
3165 





TIGHTS. Go bother 
STREAKER! DARTH VADER. 
5.U.Z.Y., Happy 







DEAR  Patient and Waiting. More 
into.
 please. 
Bubbles  II think?).
 
I AM seeking a companion. I am 
handicapped and have a minor 
voice impediment. I like music. 
concerts and live 6 blocks from 
campus Brian, 2982399. 



















Birthday  from 
the
 Markham Hall odd wing 
gang  of 
3rd  floor.  








Annette  and Marion. 
ELECTOLYSIS CLINIC Unwanted 




DEAREST Flower Bringer, 
Thankyou
 for the 
halMieSt
 
birthday I ever had, LOY!, 
TREE.  
TO LYNN (The Call. It was a great 
dance How would you like to Oct
 
together sometime?
 Joe (Gene 
Simmons).
 226 8498. 
GIVE Me Giftonly YOU can give a 
beautiful
 color Portrait to 
someone
 you 
love  Call John 
Paulson at 269 7937. 
SINCERE guy, white, 25, 
want  to 







 aft. 7. 
BRIAN Quack wears hiking boots 
while disco dancing on his 21st 
birthday. 
HAPPY 22 Brenda T. Gladyour 
plants are thriving on your B.O. 
Barb and
 Vol  
IF 






dogs and cats who need It 
at the 






















































































 Happy  26th. May 
your  
photographic chemistry 
produce emulsions beyond 
belief. Love, the spud and 06. 
PATIENT and WAITING. The 
times has come 11/16.
 
6 
P -m 7 
tl parking lot. 601 and San 









Anniversary.  Love Grumpy. 
HAPPY Birfday Chunky Buns. Yin, 
Megan Pagan and Susie. 
THE end of 
the SC Valley 







floor  Moulder: Hope 
your 
. knee gets 







you for the happiest
 birthday I 
have ever had. Love, TREE. 
Boom, thanks for my first spark. 
Maybe next
 time we can do it 










John are expressions of love: 
soft, elegant. and understood by 
everyone. For the 




















TRANSCRIPTION. SI page and 
up. All work accurate and proof  
read. IBM SelectrIc II, KITTY 
CARTER 263 4525. 
TYPING Fast. Accurate, and 
Reasonable too. 
Try me In West 






 Consultant. You 
receive
  2 hour consultation 
and  portfolio 







about 70 colors 
















colors, how to look at the latest 
fashions and tell 
what
 sort of 
thing  is yours 
and  what isn't, all 
questions about your colors and
 
style answered.
 Dress or 
Success Method
 also discussed, 
for men and women 140 corn 
plete. Call Carol at 
2472506.
 
5:30.8:00PM most evenings. 
TYPING Thesis. term papers etc
 
E xperienced and
 fast PhOne 
269 11674
 
TYPING, Experienced In reports. 
theses. resumes.







I TYPE term papers, theses, 










'RISE and SHINE,* 
WakeuP
 
Service. Can't get up or don't
 


















bell/Ballou,  etc. Call Barbara 
Morgan,
 252 2060. (No calls after 





















 Discount. For 
all your laundry 
needs
 
alterations,  mending, 
washing. 
ironing
 Wash/fluff dry, hung
 
and/or











service Open 8 5 30. 
Mon 
Sat. ACE 
LAUNDRY.  8th 





EXPERT typing and prOOtreading 
01 term 
papers.
 etc Fast serv 
75 cents/pg.
 Sheila, 779 9129
 
TYPING.
 Thesis. research papers, 
etc. 
Experienced.  IBM Selec 
tric. Buy 267 
4683  




Call Andrea, 923 4717 " 








MS ATLAS PRESS AND 
BOOKSTORE Offset
 printing 
and rubber stamps Gay and 
feminist books and records and 
Periodicals.  
3305.3rd.
 289 1088 
Typing 70 yrs 
efp-all
 kinds IBM 
Corr. Select 
Blossom Hilt Area 
Call Kathie 578 
1216. 
BERKELEY: "For All Your 
Typing
 Needs.- BERKELEY is 
pleased to announce its final 
session hours. BERKELEY. 
Now serving 
the  SJSU campus 
from 
Spam.
 9 p.m. M -F and 10.5 
on weekends. PHONE:
 2924259 
or come by 
122 E. San Salvador 
St, in downtown S.J.
 

















 IF YOU'RE 
INTO
 SOUND, 
UNIQUE sound. Superior design 






specialize in custom bud 
speakers for stereo, musical 
instruments,






price range you choose. Or if you 
prefer,  select from our 
standard  
models. Give us a listen before 







call  866 8969 anytime 
and 





new sonic two 
way.
 great sound, $till In 
original 
boxes  list 160 ea, most 
sell S45 
ea.  Jan 296.9825 




service with the widest selection 
Of
 the
 highest fidelity 
at the 
lowest prices 287 name brands! 
Audio equipment for the home,
 





items new with full "nig 
warranty, plus an optional 5 yr 
parts and labor Free record 
cleaner w/any
 system, free set 
upend advice All at 
the  lowest 
prices anywhere! For 
more  
info/price
 quotes, call 255 5550, 
M F. 3 
10,  anytime weekends 
Ask for Ken 
Now  recom 
mending the incredible MPM 
Custom Speaker Systems A.E. 






headphones. 540 reg , now 525 
Sanyo TP 727 w/Pick cart, 5180 
reg , 
now  S100 
CLARION 30 watt power booster, 
equalizer, 3 mos old.





The  air fare war is on!! We 
represent all Me options with no 




plans. It costs you nothing extra 
to
 work with a travel agent. 
. Travel services available: 
Laker's 
"Sky  Train." All 







Student flights to Asia. 
Africa,
 Asutralla and Middle 
East from Europe; 
Charter  
flights
 to Hawaii; Mexico 
travel,
 Hard to find travel 
books; Luggage,  maps, back 
pa ks and other 
travel
 aids 
TRIP and TRAVEL Planning 
Company. Charter Travel
 
Specialists.  444 E. William SI 
110th  and Williams sts., down 
from 
Too's).  San 
Jose,  CA 
95112 (408(292 1613. M F. tam 
6pm, Sat.,






trekking, overland expedition in 
Africa,
 Asia, South 
America,  
New Zealand. mainland China. 
Skiing 
in
 Europe and much 
more Wed.. Nov 
1. the 
Hyatt  
House, 1740 N. 1st
 St., San Jose, 
o 
p.m. For 




 5510 College Ave.. 





PASSPORT and 1.13. 
SPECIAL.  Two 
12/ in color or four Ill
 black and 






 20 Paso 
de 
San Antonio, San
 Jose 793 
7000 
Print Your Ad Here: 
,Count 
epproximetely  30 lettere end spaces 
for  eachIil,Oi 
Print 










SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED 
SAN 
JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY 
















































































































































CSUC  is gearing 
up, the original 
motivation for






According to Ben 
McKendall, associate 
dean of student ser-
vices, "CSUC was 
embarrassed by its 






tention to minority 
students' 
























"1 think the 
chancellor's
 office saw 
minorities as an un-
tapped 
reservoir," 
















Sheriffs, three years 
before declining 
enrollments hit. She 
said
 the realization of 
the large, neglected 
minority population in 
CSUC, service areas 
prompted the plan. 
"Self-serving conc-
erns contributed, but 



















the  CSUC, also 
notes









"from the top 
down.  
"The impact
 of all 
administrative 
decisio-
ns on minority students 


















action is A.S. 
Coun-
cilman Cello Lucero. 
Lucero 
has read the 
systemwide plan and 
talked











 to be 


















 don't see any 
value  in higher 
education: it doesn't 
guarantee 
success,"  he 
said. "The 
degree
 is too 
often meaningless."
 
That attitude is 
changing however, 
according to I,ucero. A 
"Chicano work ethic," 
similar, Lucero ex-
plained, to tne Puritan 
work 
ethic,
 is taking 
hold of Mexican -
Americans.
 It has 
created in individuals a 




























He discounted the 
popular idea that 
Mexican -American cul-
ture discourages the 
advancement of women. 
That attitude has also 
changed due to the 
Chicano work ethic, 


































































































































Majithia  have filed their 
conflict -of -interest
 state-
ments, which means that 
all 18 council
 members 
have now divulged their 






public his or 
her membership
 in a group 
approaching the 
coundil for 
funds before voting 
on the 
request. A transaction can 




are with the varsity 




 a member 
of 
the Institute of Elec-
trical and Electronics 
Engineers 
group; SJSU 
badminton club, and the 
India Students Association. 
A new A.S. "code of 




refrain from voting on 
fianncial requests from 
campus organizations they 
are involved with. 
The Daily reported on 
the other





























9400  & 
IBM COPIERS 
123 
S 3rd Street 
295-0336 
Al,,, Al 



























































































































According to Young, it 
is the best 
way to rid the 
government  
of the 
dishonest  kind. 
"We don't 
believe  
government is corrupt," he 
said. "It's 
probably  only a 
few in there that are 
continuously
 breaking laws 
and making it 
all  look bad 







people within the 
corrupt  
offices  to blow the whistle 
on these corrupt
 few. 
"We want people who 
know to 






facts and figures. Simple 
allegations without sub-
stantiation





 according to 
Young. 
'We 










enough  data. 
We have to find the exact
 
person
 and get rid of him." 
The 
ACHG
 was started 
by Rev. Maren







investigation of the 
church, Maren 
was jailed 
for 8 months for 
refusing  to 
answer 
questions  about the 





 to rout 
the 
dishonest 
people  he thought 




























 and they 
either get a slap
 on the 
hand  or they resign,
 ac-
cording to 
Young.  But if an 
ordinary 
person  does the 
same thing 
he
 is likely to 
end 
up in jail, he said. 
"For example,
 there's 
the case of 
Peter Bourne, 
former drug abuse 
adviser  
for the 
Whte House, Young 
said. He was 







 there's a dentist 



















































wasting up to 




needed," Young pointd out. 
"A scientist goes on a 
project, does all the work 
and research. 
When he 





the  first one 
did not 
publish  a report,
 the 
next one 
















1 0,0 00 
members 
nationwide.  San 
Jose has not formed
 a 
group as 
yet, Young said. 
According





 there is no 
office in San Jose. 
Any 
members of ACHG 
from 
San Jose are part
 of the 500 
members
 of the San 
Francisco chapter. 




















Most of the rain, 
snow and
 drizzle in Nor-
thern





will remain cold and 
windy  
the rest of the 





















































































children  see 
about 20,000 commercials 
in the course of a 
year,  or 
about three hours of ads 
every 





You  are invited
 to a free film
 presentation












3rd  level First
 show 1 1 
a m., second 








 nrlir .S .0,111. student 
in 
1011111,101101  
travel Explore the Amazon 

















 Europe The 
is vriu,s 
This trays! presentation is sponsored by Backpackers 




























































































































most likely to 
cause tooth decay




12, who are 
too young to 
understand  the health 
or 
nutritional




rule  would also 
require 
advertising  for 
pressure
 system. A 
high 







Keith  Ewing 







nutritional  and 
health messages 
paid  for 
by the 
advertisers. 
The agency is also 
interested in comments on 
whether it should require 
health or nutrition in-
formation 
within ads for 




frequency  and selling 
techniques of commercials 

































28 -year term 
SAN FRANCISCO
 (API- 




 part in a 
shooting





 last year 
that left five 
dead










shooting "the most appalling case I 
have 
ever sat on," Superior 
Court Judge Walter Calcagno 
imposed
 the prison term on the




 rejected Tam's 
motion
 that he be sent to the 
California Youth 
Authority,  saying that 
was "out of the 
question." 
Prosecutor
 Hugh Levin said Tam would be eligible for 
parole
 in 19 years. 
Three masked men burst into the Chintown 
restaurant
 Sept. 4, 1977, and sprayed gunfire around the 
crowded 
dining room. Police say the shooting was related 
to fueding 









































































































































Student  Dietetics Association
 will meet at 12:30 p.m.
 
today 
in room 100 of the Home 
Economics  Building. 
   
Asian 
American
 Studies will present
 "Asian 
Horizons" at 5:30 p.m. 
today,  radio station KSJS, Stereo 
91. 
SJSU 
Women's  Center will present "Women and 
Religion"  at 7:30 p.m. today. 
   
Bahai' Student Forum will meet at 3 p.m. today 
in
 the 
S.U. Montalvo Room. 















   
Chicano 
Business  Students Association will meet at 
4:30 p.m. tomorrow in 
the  S.U. Pacheco Room. 
   
El Concilio will 
meet  at 5 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. 
Guadalupe Room. 
   
Student  Occupational Therapy
 Association will host 
a 
Student -Faculty potluck 
at




107.  Bring your 
favorite  dish! 
   
Career  Planning and Placement will 
hold a job 
hunting technique class at 1:30 p.m. 
today and tomorrow 
in the S.U. Almaden Room. Sign up 
in Building Q. 
Rho  Epsilon will meet
 at 8 p.m. today in 
the faculty 
Lounge of the Business 


















































































































































































































































































 to clean 
up their 
















Li T US HF 
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SAN FRANCISCO 415 543 1610 
SAN JOSE 408 2518446 
SACRAMENTO 911,446 1330 
































 Sr . 
San  
fuse.
 CA 
Low  
Cost
 
Auto
 
Insurance
 
nsurance
 
For
 
college  
students
 
and 
youthful
 
drivers
 
call
 
289-8681
 
Campus
 Insurance 
91 
Paseo
 
de 
San 
Antonio
 
between
 
2nd  
and
 3rd 
Sts. 
by 
the 
fountain
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